
Lab 4 - Introduction to RIMS Simulator
CSCE 4114 – Embedded Systems – Fall 2019

Tasks: You must complete the following tasks during the lab session:

1. Open Code Composer Studio, and open the Resource Explorer (View→Resource Ex-
plorer)

2. Navigate in the left directory structure to Software→SimpleLink MSP432P4 SDK→
Examples→Development Tools→MSP432P401R LaunchPad - Red 2.x (Red)→DriverLib
→timer a upmode gpio toggle→No RTOS→CCS Compiler→ timer a upmode gpio toggle
and click the “import to IDE” button (same logo as CCS)

3. In the imported project, open timer a upmode gpio toggle.c, and click Debug and run
the program

4. Place a breakpoint at line 92. This breakpoint should only be hit the first time. Place
another at line 98. This one does! Look at LED1, then click step over. Look at LED1
again. Answer questions 1-5

5. Now we have an understanding of how to talk to the GPIOs with these expansions.
You should be able to understand lines 75 & 76. In line 79, we are configuring
Timer A1. Referring to the MSP432P401R family guide, (http://www.ti.com/lit/
ug/slau356i/slau356i.pdf), Timer A is a 16-bit timer with “up to seven capture
compare registers”, and there “may be multiple instances of Timer A on a given
device. From the MSP432P401R datasheet (http://www.ti.com/lit/ds/symlink/
msp432p401r.pdf), we find that there are Timers TA0, TA1, TA2, and TA3, each
with its own registers. This piece of code is using the TI DriverLib to operate the
Timer A peripheral (http://software-dl.ti.com/msp430/msp430_public_sw/mcu/
msp430/MSP432_Driver_Library/latest/exports/driverlib/msp432_driverlib_3_

21_00_05/doc/MSP432P4xx/html/driverlib_html/group__timera__api.html).

6. So, line 79 is a generic function to configure a TimerA in count up mode, and the
first parameter is the base address of one of the four timers (TA(0,1,2,3)). The second
parameter is a reference to a data structure to facilitate the configuation. We find the
definition for this configuration in lines 59-67. If you follow the function name, you
will find the struct definition as 6 uint fast16 t datatypes. Let’s walk through these
(definitions HERE)

• clockSource – 4 possible values, this uses SMCLK (sub main clock, usually high
frequency)

• clockSourceDivider – How many times to divide the SMCLK before counting (e.g.
1MHz with divider 2 = 500kHz clock)

• timerPeriod – How many counts to count up. Value written to a capture compare
register. Limited to 16 bits.
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• timerInterruptEnable – Either enable or disable interrupts

• captureCompareInterruptEnable – either enable or disable compare interrupts

• timerClear – Tell system either to clear old configuration in registers or not.

7. So, line 79 will set a timer (TA1), driven by SMCLK (3MHz), divided 64 times
(3MHz/64 = 46.875k), and we will count to 0x2DC6 (11718) before TimerA will set
a flag in its capture compare register. We disable TimerA’s interrupt, but enable the
compare register interrupt, and clear all the status registers.

8. Then in lines 82-84, we will enable the system to go back to sleep after exiting an
interrupt service routine, enable the TimerA1’s interrupt, and start counting. Finally
in 87, we will enable all interrupts, then in line 92 the system will go into a sleep mode.

9. Change line 56 “TIMER PERIOD to decimal 5859, and run. Answer questions 6-9

10. Now, we want to add another set of LEDs blinking. LED2 is controlled by 3 GPIOs
(Port 2 pins 0, 1, and 2), that control a red, green, and blue LED respectively.
We want to have this set of LEDs controlled by a separate timer (TA0). Modify
the code to create a second timer by adding a second configuration, another ISR
(TA0 0 IRQHandler(void)), to flash the red LED on LED2 at 1Hz.

11. Finally, we want to cycle through R, G, and B. Modify the code to show each LED for
0.5 seconds, before moving to the next one, a cycle that should occur in 1.5 seconds.
Finish the last lab questions.



Lab Questions: Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. Use
the C manual, online class or reference resources, or the TA to assist if you do not know the
answer. Write these into a text document, and the TA must check off completion before you
leave lab.

1. How fast is the LED blinking?

2. What does line 98 do?

3. Hold control and click on the two capital descriptions for port & pin (GPIO PORT P1
and GPIO PIN0). Why do these use defines?

4. Hold control and click on the function name (MAP GPIO toggleOutputPin). This
takes you to an ifdef with two different defines for this function name. In this case,
ROM GPIO toggleOutputOnPin is defined, so the function will be mapped to that
definition. Control click on ROM GPIO toggleOutputOnPin. What is this definition
doing? Keep control clicking on the definitions until you reach an endpoint. Eventually
you reach a memory address (0x02000800), which points to a particular table in ROM.
This is part of the MSP432 DriverLib behavior.
According to the documentation: “With all MSP432 devices, a copy of DriverLib is
included within the device’s ROM space. This allows programmers to take advantage
of using high level APIs without having to worry about additional memory overhead of
a flash library. In addition to a more optimized execution, the user can drastically cut
down the memory footprint requirement of their application when using the software
Driver Libraries available in ROM.”

5. But what does the function actually do? Back out to where the ifdef decision was made
in rom map.h. This time, control click on GPIO toggleOutputOnPin to follow that
function. The actual function definition is not given, but the code comments describe
the behavior. You can pass it a PORT using the macro expansion of PORT names,
and “the logical OR” or the GPIO pins. Knowing this, how would you toggle multiple
pins?



6. What did changing line 56 to 5859 do to the LED? Did it speed up or slow down?

7. How fast is the LED blinking now? Show how you got to that number.

8. If the interrupt flag is set by the Timer hardware, when is the interrupt flag cleared?

9. If I wanted to generate an LED blinking at a 1Hz frequency, what would I need to
change?

10. What if I only had one timer? How would you modify the TA1 ISR to handle these
two concurrent state machines?



Lab Report: For the report, create a document with:

• A coversheet that has your name, ID, and lab section

• The answers to all 10 questions

• The final code after task 11

These documents should be uploaded through Blackboard to the TA before the beginning
of the next lab. Documents turned in after this deadline are subject to the course late policy.


